
N/A presents:

Hiding In Plane Sight



It's no secret that Southern California is home to
some of the busiest, most complex airspace in
the world. Pat Carey and Ron Berinstein will
discuss how this came to pass, where the biggest
trouble spots are, and what you can do to keep
yourself safe, when operating in this area.
Learn where the LA hot spots are; accidents
happen there! Learn where NOT to fly! Enjoy and
learn from a discussion focusing on reviewing
airspace requirements, and those procedures you
need to know for flying safely around the basin.
We will expose certain popular, but potentially
dangerous flight routes. 
Focus will be on the area surrounding LAX and
the central LA Basin. We will expose hidden
dangers that exist daily, but are sort of invisible.
We will offer a free to use flight application that
can be downloaded for use with ForeFlight or
Garmin Pilot, that will help pilots to safely
navigate the area.
Prior to attending a safety seminar please review
and abide by current CDC, State, and Local
health guidelines.
Directions: Meeting room is the main maintenance hangar at
Aviation Facilities, Inc (AFI), which is the building west of the
main terminal building at the airport.
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A message from the National FAASTeam Manager
Earn your WINGS to get a chance to win a cash prize. Go to

www.mywingsinitiative.org

for more info.

Join us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/GASafety/

Sign up for the FAA's safety services at www.FAASafety.gov!

The FAA Safety Team (FAASTeam) is committed to providing equal access to this meeting/event for all participants. If you need
alternative formats or services because of a disability, please communicate your request as soon as possible with the person in the

“Contact Information” area of the meeting/event notice. Note that two weeks is usually required to arrange services.


